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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce an on-line protocol which routes

any set of packets along shortest paths through an arbitrary N -node
network in O(congestion + diameter + log N ) rounds, with high probability. This time bound is optimal up to the additive log N , and it was
previously only reached for bounded-degree levelled networks.
Further, we prove bounds on the congestion of random routing problems
for Cayley networks and general node symmetric networks based on the
construction of shortest paths systems. In particular, we give construction schemes for shortest paths systems and show that if every processor
sends p packets to random destinations along the paths described in the
paths system, then the congestion is bounded by O(p  diameter +log N ),
with high probability.
Finally, we prove an (apparently suboptimal) congestion bound for random routing problems on randomly chosen regular networks.

1 Introduction

Communication among the processors of a parallel computer usually requires
a large portion of runtime of a parallel algorithm. These computers are often
realized as relatively sparse networks of a large number of processors such that
each processor can communicate directly only with a few neighbours. Thus, most
of the communication must proceed through intermediate processors. One of the
basic problems in this context is to route simultanously many packets through
the network. Most previous theoretical research on packet routing concentrates
on special classes of networks. We are interested in packet routing problems on
networks with arbitrary topology.
Assume that we are given an arbitrary network with N nodes (processors)
and with directed edges (channels). A packet routing problem on this network
is de ned by a set of packets. Each of the packets is assigned a destination
and a source node, and the goal is to route each packet from its source to its
destination. A routing problem in which every node is the source of p packets
?
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and the destination of p packets is called a p-to-p-routing problem, and a routing
problem in which every node sends p packets to random destinations chosen
independently and uniformly from the set of nodes is called a random p-routing
problem.
Our investigations are based on the store-and-forward model. In this model,
the packets are viewed as atomic objects, and it is assumed that the routing
proceeds in synchronized rounds such that each edge can transmit only one
packet in each round. At the beginning of the rst round, a packet is stored in
an initial queue at its source node. During the routing it moves forward step by
step, and at each node, it is stored in a packet bu er until it is allowed to move
forward to the next node. Arriving at its destination the packet is inserted into
a nal queue. The path traversed by the packet from its source to its destination
is called the routing path of the packet.
A routing protocol describes the rules for moving the packets to their destinations. We aim to construct routing protocols that minimize the total number
of rounds required to deliver all packets. A further goal is to minimize the size
of the bu ers for the packets in transit. We break this problem into two parts:
the problem of selecting the routing paths and the problem of scheduling the
movements of the packets along these paths.
First, we turn to the second problem. A scheduling protocol describes the
rules for moving forward packets along preset routing paths. In particular, it
speci es for each node, which packets are allowed to move forward in a round
and which have to wait. If the schedule is produced while the packets are routed
through the network, this is called on-line routing. If we allow a global controller
to precompute the schedule, we talk about o -line routing. We are interested in
the construction of on-line scheduling protocols.
Of course, the following parameters greatly in uence the routing time for
a set of packets with preset routing paths: the congestion C, i.e. the maximum
number of routing paths that pass through the same edge, and the dilation D, i.e.
the maximum length of the packet's routing paths. Clearly, if packets only have
to wait at an edge since another packet moves forward along this edge, then each
packet waits at most C ? 1 rounds at each edge on its path. Thus, it arrives at its
destination in at most C  D rounds. On the other hand max(fC; Dg) = (C+D)
is a lower bound, since at least one edge is traversed by C packets, and at least
one packet has to traverse D edges.
The path selection problem is de ned as follows. We are given the sources
and the destinations of the packets, and we have to determine the routing paths.
This we do by a shortest paths system W which is a set of N 2 shortest paths
through the network. It includes a path w(u; v) = (u !    ! v) for every pair
u and v of nodes. For every packet with source u and destination v we choose
the path w(u; v) as its routing path.
In the following, we represent the underlying processor network by a digraph
G = (V; E), where V is the set of nodes or processors, and E  V  V is the
set of directed edges or channels. Of course, any network description which is
based on undirected graphs can be represented in the digraph model just by

replacing each undirected edge by two directed edges in opposite direction. We
call a network an undirected network , if there is an opposite edge (v; u) for every
edge (u; v).

1.1 Known Results
Leighton, Maggs, and Rao [LMR88, LMR94] show that for any set of packets whose paths have congestion C and dilation D there exists a schedule that
delivers all packets in O(C + D) rounds using constant-size packet bu ers at
each edge, thereby achieving the naive lower bound for scheduling on arbitrary
networks. The proposed protocol is o -line, and the best known sequential algorithm [LM94] for computing the schedule takes time O((PM)1+ ) for any xed
constant , where P is the number of packets and M the number of edges in the
network.
Further, Leighton, Maggs, and Rao [LMR94] present a probabilistic on-line
scheduling protocol for routing on arbitrary networks. The protocol completes
the routing of P packets along arbitrary preset paths with congestion C and
dilation D in O(C+D log(DP)) rounds2 using packet bu ers of size O(log(DP))
at every node. This is the best known result for on-line routing on arbitrary
networks.
Much better results are known for the class of bounded-degree levelled networks. In a levelled network of depth L, the nodes can be partitioned into levels
0; : : :; L such that each edge in the network leads from some node on level i to
some node on level i + 1 for 0  i  L ? 1.
Ranade [Ran91] proposes a probabilistic on-line routing protocol for butter y
networks which is based on techniques developed by Valiant [Val82] and Upfal
[Up84]. It can be easily extended to the class of bounded-degree levelled networks
[Lei92] [LMRR94]. Ranade's protocol uses packet bu ers of constant size at each
edge. The protocol completes the routing of any set of packets along preset
routing paths in O(C + L + logN) rounds, w.h.p.3, where C is the congestion of
the routing paths, L the depth of the network, and N the size of the network.
Moreover, several standard networks can emulate a levelled network, e.g. the
hypercube and the shue-exchange networks [LMRR94]. As a result, the above
protocol routes with optimal delay on these networks using constant-size packet
bu ers.
Leighton [Lei92] introduces a simple probabilistic protocol for butter y networks. It is called the random-rank protocol . This protocol is a simple version of
Ranade's protocol. Initially, each packet is assigned a random rank. The ranks
determine which packets move forward and which have to wait in a round. As
Ranade's protocol, the random-rank protocol can easily be extended to the class
of bounded-degree levelled networks. It routes any set of packets along preset
paths in O(C + L + logN) rounds, w.h.p., using bu ers of size C at each edge,
2
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where C is the congestion of the paths, L the depth of the network, and N the
size of the network.

1.2 Overview | New Results
In Section 2, we introduce a new probabilistic on-line scheduling protocol which
we call growing-rank protocol. We show that the growing-rank protocol routes
any set of packets along shortest paths with congestion C and dilation D  D
on an arbritrary N-node network in O(C + D + log N) rounds, w.h.p., where
D is an upper bound on the dilation which is known by every node. D e.g. can
be chosen to be the diameter of the network. Thus, we obtain the same bound
for arbitrary networks as previously known only for bounded-degree levelled
networks.
The protocol requires bu ers of size C at each edge. If the size is bounded,
then the possibility of deadlock arises. Suppose there are k nodes v0 ; : : :; vk?1
with full packet bu ers, and every node vi is trying to move forward a packet to
node v(i+1) mod k for 0  i  k ? 1. Then each node is blocked, i.e. a deadlock
occurs. The deadlock problem does not occur on levelled networks even with
constant-size bu ers, since the packets move forward only in the direction of
increasing levels. Avoiding deadlocks seems to be the major problem to be solved
in order to generalize our results to networks with bounded bu ers.
Whereas the diameter of the network is a good bound for the dilation, the
congestion heavily depends on the routing problem. In Section 3, we study the
congestion of random p-routing problems on node symmetric and on randomly
chosen regular networks.
For node symmetric networks, we construct shortest paths systems such that
the congestion of random p-routing problems is O(p  diam + logN), w.h.p..
Combining this bound and the runtime bound of our growing-rank protocol,
we achieve routing time O(p  diam + log N) for random p-routing problems
on node symmetric networks. Applying Valiant's paradigm rst routing to a
random destination, the above bounds for random p-routing problems hold for
any p-to-p-routing problem as well.
Finally, we show that the congestion of random p-routing problems (w.r.t.
shortest paths) on random regular networks is bounded by O(p  log2 N) with
probability 1 ? o(1). We do not believe that this result is optimal, but that
O(p  logn) is the truth. Getting a better result for shortest paths systems seems
to be a hard problem.
2 The New Protocol

In this section, we introduce the growing-rank protocol. Suppose G is an arbitrary
network of size N, and x a set of packets with preset routing paths which are
shortest paths in G . We denote the congestion of the routing paths by C, the
dilation of these paths by D, and we assume that each node knows upper bounds
of C and D denoted by C  and D . For example, we can use the total number

of packets for C  and the diameter of the network for D . (Better congestion
bounds which depend on the underlying paths systems are given in Section 3.)
Further, we assume that each packet p has a unique ident-number, denoted by
id(p). For example, the ith packet in the initial queue of the jth node has the
ident-number i  N +j for i  0 and 0  j  N ? 1. The maximum ident-number
of all packets we denote by idmax .

2.1 Description of the Growing-Rank Protocol
During the routing, a node stores all packets that wait for moving forward along
an outgoing edge a in an edge bu er Qa . At the beginning of each round, each
node examines all its edge bu ers and selects one packet from each non-empty
bu er. The selected packets are forwarded along their routing paths. The other
packets have to wait for moving forward in a later round. Thus, a node moves
forward at the most one packet over each outgoing edge in a round.
The selection of the packets is determined by random ranks. Initially, each
packet is assigned an integer rank chosen randomly,independently, and uniformly
from the range [0; R ? 1]. R is a multiple of D with R  12eC  + 2D + ( +
2) logN for speci ed later. The rank of a packet is increased by DR whenever
the packet traverses an edge. If two or more packets in a bu er Qa are contending
to move forward along the edge a in a round, then one of those with minimum
rank is chosen. Thus, for each outgoing edge a, a round looks like this:
1. choose a packet p 2 Qa with minimum rank,
2. increase the rank of p by DR ,
3. move p forward along the edge a, and nally,
4. insert all arriving packets that must move along a into Qa .
In order to break ties, if there are multiple packets with the same minimumrank,
the one with smallest ident-number is chosen.

Remark 1. The major di erence between the growing-rank protocol and the
random-rank protocol is that the rank of a packet is increased whenever the
packet traverses an edge. As a result, packets that are often delayed have a
tendency to be preferred. In levelled networks, the increase of the ranks has only
slight e ect. In particular, if all packets start at level 0, then there is no e ect
at all, since every packet that passes level i has moved forward along i edges on
its path, and thus the ranks of all packets that arrive at a node are increased by
the same value.
In the following, we denote the rank of a packet p while waiting at a node v
p)
by rankv (p). Further, we de ne the ident-rank of p at v as rankv (p)+ idid(
max+1 and
v
denote it by id-rank (p). Note that, in each round, the ident-ranks of all packets
are distinct. The protocol ensures that whenever a packet p delays a packet p0 at
a node v it is id-rankv (p) < id-rankv (p0 ). The following lemma shows that none
of the ranks becomes greater than 2R ? 1.

Lemma 2. Suppose p is a packet which is stored at a node v in some round.
Then rank v (p)  2R ? 1.
Proof. Initially, the rank of p is at most R ? 1. Since the length of the routing
path of p is at most D, the rank of p is increased by DR for at most D times.
ut
Thus, rankv (p)  R ? 1 + D  DR  2R ? 1.

2.2 Analysis of the Protocol
We will show that the growing-rank protocol completes the routing along arbitrary shortest paths in O(C + D + log N) rounds, w.h.p.. Our analysis is based
on a delay sequence argument similar to that in [Lei92], [LMRR94] and [Ran91].

De nition3 ((s; `)-delay sequence). An (s; `)-delay sequence consists of
1. s + 1 not necessarily distinct collision nodes v0; v1 ; : : :; vs ;
2. s delay packets p1; p2; : : :; ps such that the routing path of pi crosses the
node vi and the node vi?1 in that order for 1  i  s, and the path of pi
leaves the node vi?1 along the same edge as the path of pi?1 for 2  i  s;
3. s integers `1 ; `2; : : :; `s such that `i is the number of edges onPthes routing
path of packet pi from node vi to node vi?1 for 1  i  s, and i=1 `i  `;
and
4. s integer keys r1; r2; : : :; rs such that 0  rs      r2  r1  2R ? 1.
We call s the length of the delay sequence, and we say a delay sequence is active,
if rank vi (pi ) = ri for 1  i  s.

Lemma 4. Suppose the routing takes T  2D or more rounds. Then a (T ?
2D ; 2D )-delay sequence is active.

Proof. First, we give a construction scheme for a delay sequence. Let p1 be a
packet that moves forward in round T to a node v0 . We follow p1 's routing path
backwards to the last node on this path where it was delayed. This node we call
v1 . Let p2 be the packet that caused the delay, since it was preferred against p1 .
We now follow the path of p2 backwards until we reach a node v2 at which p2
was forced to wait, because the packet p3 was preferred. We change the packet
again and follow the path of p3 backwards. We can continue this construction
until we reach round 1. Here it ends with a packet ps starting at its source vs .
The path from vs to v0 recorded by this process in reversed order is called
delay path. It consists of contiguous parts of routing paths. In particular, the
part of the delay path from node vi to node vi?1 is a subpath of the routing
path of packet pi ; we de ne `i to be the length of this subpath for 1  i  s.
Further, pi leaves the node vi?1 along the same edge as pi?1, since pi delays pi?1
at this node for 2  i  s. Figure 1 illustrates the situation.
We set ri := rankvi (pi ) for 1  i  s. Because of the rules of the protocol we
have r1  r2      rs  0. Further, Lemma 2 yields that 2R ?P
1  r1. Thus,
we have constructed an active (s; `)-delay sequence for every `  si=1 `i .
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Fig.1. The components of the delay-path.
Our next goal is to to bound the sum of the `i 's. In addition to the ranks
r1; : : :; rs, we denote by r0 the rank of p1 in v0. It follows immediately from the
protocol that ri + `i  DR  ri?1 for 1  i  s. As a consequence,
s
X
i=1

`i  DR  r0 Lemma
=) 2

s
X
i=1



`i  (2R ? 1)  DR  2D :

Since the delay sequence covers
up T rounds and consists of
P
and s ? 1 delays, we have T = si=1 `i + s ? 1. It follows that
s=T?

s
X
i=1

Ps

i=1 `i

(1)
moves

(1)

`i + 1  T ? 2D + 1 :

Consequently, if we stop the above construction at packet p T ?2D , we have found
an active (T ? 2D ; 2D )-delay sequence.
ut

Lemma 5. If the routing paths of the packets are shortest paths, then the delay
packets in the above construction are pairwise distinct.

Proof. Suppose, in contrast to our claim, that there is some packet p appearing

twice in the delay sequence. Then there exist i and j with 1  i < j  s and
p = pi = pj . Thus, the routing path of p crosses the delay path at the collision
nodes vj and vi in that order.
Let m denote the distance from the node vj to the node vi . If the routing
paths are shortest paths, then the rank of p is increased m times while moving
from vj to vi , and hence,
(2)
id-rankvi (p) = id-rankvj (p) + m  DR :
On the other hand, each packet pk+1 delays the packet pk at node vk , and
consequently, id-rankvk (pk ) > id-rankvk (pk+1) for 1  k  s ? 1. Further, the

length of the routing path of packet pk+1 from vk+1 to vk is `k+1 , and thus the
rank of pk+1 is increased by `k+1  DR on its path from vk+1 to vk for 1  k  s?1.
It follows that id-rankvk (pk ) > id-rankvk+1 (pk+1 ) + `k+1  DR for 1  k  s ? 1.
This yields
j ?1
X
id-rankvi (p) > id-rankvj (p) + `k+1  DR  id-rankvj (p) + m  DR : (3)
k=i
Since (3) contradicts (2), there is no packet that appears twice in the delay
sequence.
ut
Lemma 6. The number of di erent active (s; `)-delay sequences is at most

s
N 22` 2eC(ss+ 2R) :
Proof. We count the number of possible choices for each component:
? 
{ Since Psi=1 `i  `, there are s+s ` ways to choose the `i 's.
{ Once the `i 's are chosen, there are at most N 2C s choices for the delay packets
and the collision nodes. This is because there are at most N possibilities to
determine the node v0 , and if v0 is xed, there are at most N  C choices for
the packet p1 , since v0 has at most N incoming edges. Furthermore, if v0 , p1
and `1 are xed, then v1 is xed, since v1 is the node on the routing path of
p1 with distance `1 to v0 .
Now, suppose vi?1, pi?1 and `i are xed for 2  i  s. From the de nition
of the delay sequence, we know that pi leaves the node vi?1 along the same
edge as pi?1. Thus, we have at most C choices for pi . Moreover, if vi?1, pi
and `i are determined, then vi is determined as well, since it is the node on
the routing path of
? pi with
 distance
?
 `i to vi?1 .
{ Finally, there are s+2sR?1  s+2s R possibilities to choose the ri 's such that
2R ? 1  r1  r2      rs  0.
Altogether, we nd that the number of active (s; `)-delay sequences is at most



s
+
`
s
+
2R
2
s
:
N C s
s
? 
?  ? 
Applying the inequalities ab  2a and ab  eab b , the desired upper bound is
s

s

N 2 C s2s+` e(s +s 2R)  N 22` 2eC(ss+ 2R) :

ut

Theorem 7. Let G be an arbitrary network of size N . Then the growing-rank
protocol completes the routing of any set of packets whose routing paths are
shortest paths in G with congestion C  C  and dilation D  D in O(C +
D ) + ( + 2) logN rounds using bu ers of size C at each edge with probability
1 ? N ? for every .

Remark 8. The above time bound depends on the dilation bound D, but not

on the congestion bound C  . The bound C  only in uences the range of the
ranks.

Remark 9. The shortest paths condition is necessary to show that packets can
not appear twice in the delay sequence. This condition can be slightly weakened:
A set of paths on a network G = (V; E) is said to be shortcut-free, if there is a
subnetwork G 0 = (V; E 0 ) with E 0  E such that the paths in the set are shortest
path in G 0 . Of course, every set of shortest paths is shortcut-free. It is easy to

check that Lemma 5, holds also for shortcut-free paths. Hence, the growing-rank
protocol routes any set of packets whose routing paths are shortcut-free and have
congestion C  C  and dilation D  D in O(C + D + logN) rounds, w.h.p..
Proof of Theorem 7. The probability that a particular delay sequence with
s distinct packets is active is R?s. This is because a sequence with s distinct
packets determines s ranks. As a consequence,

Prob(the routing takes T = s ? 2D or more rounds)


Lemma
4+5
(s; 2D )-delay sequence with
 Prob andistinct
delay packets is active
s

 N 2 22D 2eC(ss+ 2R)  R?s :
We choose T = 12eC + 4D + ( + 2) logN. This yields
s  12eC ;
s  ( + 2) log N + 2D ; and
Rs ;

(4)
(5)
(6)

because R  12eC  + 2D + ( + 2) log N. As a consequence,
Prob(the routing takes T = s ? 2D or more rounds)

(6) 2 2D  6eC s (4)+(5) 2 2D  1 ( +2) log N +2D
N 2
= N? :
 N2
s
2

ut

3 Congestion Bounds

The congestion is an upper bound for the running time of oblivious routing
protocols. It depends on the network, on the path system, and on the routing
problem. The following lemma is a simple application of a Cherno bound. It
relates the expected individual congestions of the edges to the congestion of the
network, and gives a tail estimate.

Lemma 10. Let G = (V; E) be an arbitrary strongly connected network of size
N . Suppose the packets of a random routing problem move forward along the
paths of a paths system W on G . Let E(Ca) denote the expected congestion of
edge a 2 E , i.e. the expected number of routing paths that pass through the edge
a. Then the congestion of the routing paths is O(max(fE(Ca ) j a 2 E g)+log N),
w.h.p..

Proof. Fix an edge a 2 E arbitrarily. We de ne Xv;i to be 0-1-random variables

such that Xv;i = 1, i the path ofPthe ithPpacket of node v traverses a for v 2 V
?1 X . Since the random variables
and 0  i  p ? 1. Then Ca = v2V pi=0
v;i
Xv;i are pairwise independent, we can apply the following Cherno bound.
Prob(Ca  2eE(Ca ) + ( + 2) log N)  2?(2eE (Ca)+(

+2) log N )

 N?

+2

for any (cf. [HR90]). Up to now we have bounded the congestion of the edge
a. Taking into account all edges, we can bound the congestion C as follows.
Prob(C  2eE(Ca ) + ( + 2) logN)  jE j  N ?

+2  N ?

ut

for any .

3.1 Node Symmetric Networks
An automorphism of a network G = (V; E) is a permutation  : V ?! V with
the property that (u; v) 2 E , ((u); (v)) 2 E. The automorphisms of G form
an algebraic group under the operation of composition. This group is denoted
by Aut(G ). An automorphism group U  Aut(G ) is said to be transitive on
G , if given any two nodes u and v there is an automorphism  2 U such that
(u) = v, and a network G is called node symmetric, if Aut(G ) is transitive on it.
Intuitively, a node symmetric network looks the same, if viewed from any node
of the network. We use this property to construct paths systems for which the
number of paths that pass through a node is similar for all nodes.

Cayley Networks. The class of Cayley networks is an important subclass

of node symmetric networks. Many standard networks belong to this class,
for instance the multidimensional arrays (generalized hypercubes), the cubeconnected-cycles, the wrapped butter ies, the bubble-sort networks, and the
star networks.

De nition11 (Cayley network). Let ? be a nite algebraic group with identity 1, and suppose  is a set of generators of ? with 1 2= . Then the Cayley
network G ?; = (V; E) is de ned by
V = ? and E = f(a; b) j a?1b 2  g :

De nition12 (symmetric paths system). Let W be a paths system on a
network G = (V; E). Then we call W symmetric, if given any two nodes u und v
of G there is a permutation : V ?! V such that for every path (w0 ! w1 !
   ! w`) 2 W with wi = u there is a path ( (w0 ) ! (w1 ) !    ! (w` )) 2
W with (wi ) = v for 0  i  `.
Roughly speaking, a symmetric paths system has the property that it looks the
same viewed from any node of the network.

Lemma 13. For every Cayley network, there is a symmetric shortest paths sys-

tem.

Proof. Let G ?; = (V; E) be a Cayley network. Then there is a transitive automorphism group U of size jV j [Biggs93]. We denote by vu the automorphism of
U which maps the node u onto the node v for u; v 2 V . Thus, U = fvu j v 2 V g
for any u 2 V .
Suppose w = (w0 ! w1 !    ! w` ) is a path in G and  is an automorphism
of G . Then we de ne (w) := ((w0) ! (w1 ) !    ! (w`)). Since  is an
automorphism, (w) is a shortest path in G i w is a shortest path in G .
We construct a symmetric shortest paths system in two steps. (For simplicity
of notation, we assume V = f0; 1 : : :; N ? 1g.)

Step 1: choose arbitrarily a shortest path w(0; v) from the node 0 to every node
v 2 V.
Step 2: for every u 2 V n f0g and every v 2 V , de ne the path w(u; v) from u
to v by w(u; v) := u0 (w(0; 0u(v))).
In the rst step we have chosen N prototype paths (inclusive the trivial one from
0 to 0). In the second step we have made N ? 1 copies of each prototype path.
Thus, every automorphism of U, except for the identity, has been used once for
copying each prototype path. In a full version of this paper, we show that this
paths system is symmetric.
ut
The following theorem can be concluded using Lemmata 10 and 13.

Theorem14. Let G?; = (V; E) be a Cayley network of size N . Let W be a
symmetric shortest paths system. Then the congestion of a random p-routing
problem is bounded by O(p  diam(G?;) + logN), w.h.p..
Node Symmetric Non-Cayley Networks. For bounding the congestion in
Theorem 14 we used a symmetric paths system. As seen, this can be easily
constructed for Cayley networks. For non-Cayley node symmetric networks, like
for example the Petersen graph [Yap86], the construction in the proof of Lemma
13 fails. In a full version of this paper, we show how to reach the same congestion
bound as in Theorem 14 for general node symmetric networks.

3.2 Random Regular Networks
An undirected network is called -regular if the degree of each node is . De ne

{regular undirected network  :
G(N; ) := G = (V; E) G is awith
V = f0; 1; : : :; N ? 1g
Bollobas and de la Vega [BV81] show that the diameter of a network which
is chosen randomly from G(N; ) is at most log?1 N + log?1 lnN + 5 with
probability 1 ? o(1). In a full paper, we use this bound to show the following
theorem.

Theorem 15. Choose G = (V; E) randomly from G(n; ), where  is a xed
constant. Suppose W is an arbitrary shortest path system on G . Then the congestion of a random p-routing problem is O(p  log2 N) with probability 1 ? o(1).
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